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Winner of the 2003 Lambda Literary Award for Fiction Anthology. Showcasing the work of literary

giants like Langston Hughes, James Baldwin, Audre Lorde, Alice Walker, and authors whom

listeners may be surprised to learn were "in the life", Black Like Us is the most comprehensive

collection of fiction by African American lesbian, gay, and bisexual writers ever published. From the

Harlem Renaissance to the Great Migration of the Depression era, from the postwar civil rights,

feminist, and gay liberation movements, to the unabashedly complex sexual explorations of the

present day, Black Like Us accomplishes a sweeping survey of 20th-century literature.
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Books that are "important," significant historically, academically, and politically, are more often than

not, BORING. BLACK LIKE US is anything BUT boring. I collect anthologies but rarely have I read

one from cover to cover. The collection of work from Queer Black Writers is composed in such a

way that engages the reader from start to finish. The accompanying essays from Carbado and

Weise are insightful and written with great intelligence and love for the work. What are you doing

reading this review? Buy this BOOK now! And look, the darn thing is on SALE!

In this world of the politically correct parry, it's good to know that the folks at Cleis Press do not

suffer from the "me too" school of publishing. With BLU, readers are taken on an omnibus of writers

that expand traditional boundaries of race and sexual preference. And it's about time. If you care

about expanding your consciousness and folks who seek to shed light where there was none or



little, then get a copy of BLU and get on the bus.

I find this book interesting because it revealed the truth about many African American writers. The

list of gay authors extends back into the 19th century. Most gay authors kept their sexuality a secret

particularly in the early decades of the 20th century because of the predjudices against openly gay

people. I do not personally judge writers concerning their sexuality but the content of their material.

Gay people should read this book.

Black Like Us should be on every bookshelf of people of color. I was born in Harlem and raised in

Brooklyn; my affinity for the Harlem Renaissance period is strong even today. Each chapter is

divided from the1900ï¿½s ï¿½ 2000, and they are appropriately named. A small biography is placed

before the excerpt and what book it was taken from.Devon W. Carbado sectioned the book into

different time periods.During the Protest Era a quote jumped off the pages at me "To be white male

in America and realize your gayness and find out your opressed is a very different thing than being

oppressed all your life as a woman of color." In Harlem during the 1920ï¿½s we witnessed a cultural

firecracker with books like never before. I wonder how many of those books were written from

Wallace Thurman's boarding house at 136th Street called the ï¿½Niggerati Manor?ï¿½ There is an

American Folk saying; if you want to keep something secret from black folks put it between the

covers of a book. Nowadays that is not the case. With titles like Black Like Us and The Greatest

Taboo by Delroy Constantine curiosity is winning. Black Like Us makes me feel proud of the many

literary giants included in this work, empowering and sending us love.It is the stories and quotes

from this book that will keep Black Like Us as a reference tool on reader's shelves for years to

come. Julie Blackwomon offers an excerpt from Voyages Out 2 titled "Symbols," a short story that

reflects Julie's own life. She makes a very intriguing statement, "coming out of the closet is more

than just a "gay thing" It is my hope that authors like these in Black Like Us help to cease the

homophobia in the gay and heterosexual African American community. I thoroughly enjoyed this

treasure and how it examines literature.

Black Like Us is an anthology that EVERYONE should invest in. The writing within this book is a

crucial part of our literary history. Even if you aren't as interested in the history behind this book,

you'll still enjoy the exquisite writing! Highly recommend!

I echo the congratulations that certainly must be coming to you from many of those in the industry



who recognize how superb this collection is. This book entertains and educates.The editors of this

collection are to be commended for their dedication to this project. Work this important comes so

infrequently, I recommend that everyone pick up this book to show your support for great literature.
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